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Abstract

On a daily basis, a file gets clicked. An email attachment gets opened. A website gets browsed. Seemingly normal actions in every office, on every personal computer, can suddenly become a ransomware incident if the file or attachment or banner ad was intended to infect a system and all files that the user had access to by ransomware. What was once a rare occurrence, now impacts networks ranging from small businesses to large companies to governments.

This paper will discuss ways to prevent and protect a network from ransomware. The current attack methodologies will be discussed along with current solutions ranging from limiting the use of Adobe Flash, to email hygiene, web filtering as well as patch management and monitoring backups. While application whitelisting is currently not used widely, at this time, it is currently the only nearly complete effective means to block ransomware from a network. Future ransomware attacks are predicted to infect both traditional desktop computers as well as mobile computing platforms, and this paper will include a discussion of planning to protect current mode of attacks as well as theorizing about future modes of attack.
1. Introduction and history

The first identified use of a demand for funds to open up files taken over by an attacker had interesting origins from a biologist from Harvard and an even more interesting social impact. Dr. Joseph L. Popp sent floppy discs with a Trojan program that demanded a ransom to 20,000 recipients in 90 countries. Dr. Popp had a goal to gain more education for AIDS research and to provide alternative research organizations with additional funds. If you believe Investigators, he wanted to get back at the World Health Organization for rejecting him for a job. Regardless of the original intent, the foundation for future ransomware attacks was set. While Dr. Popp’s ransomware was based on symmetric cryptography and was reversible, future gains in cryptography meant that the next time we saw a widespread ransomware attack, they would be much less reversible.

In May 2005, Websense reported attacks on a computer system that were not readable by the user of the system. The only file left behind that was able to be read was a note demanding payment. The effectiveness of the attack proved to attackers it’s worthiness as an attack methodology. The stage for future attacks was set.

2013 was the breakthrough year for ransomware attacks. CryptoLocker streamlined the ransomware process by adding the ability to pay the ransom using an electronic payment method called Bitcoin. This efficiency in collection meant that CryptoLocker was able to collect an estimated $5 million dollars for four months in 2013.

2016 is looking like it will be a banner year for ransomware. The Cisco 2016 Mid-year Cyber security report had a chilling statement that reinforces that Ransomware is here to stay:

“We expect the next wave of ransomware to be even more pervasive and resilient. Organizations and end users should prepare now by backing up their critical data and confirming that those backups will not be susceptible to compromise.”

It is this author’s opinion that other non-monetized destructive malware may cease to exist as the financial rewards of ransomware are so large and enticing to
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encourage attackers to move away from destruction and concentrate instead on the rewards of attack.

2. Current attack techniques

Business networks are built like an egg. There is a hard network perimeter, but a soft inner sector that allows for lateral movement once an attacker gets inside. Gone are the worm attacks that allowed attackers to launch attacks from the Internet merely. Now the attacker must penetrate the network to gain a toehold. Attackers rely on the fact that we still do not set up our business networks as well as we could. We still share passwords, rarely use encryption, do not maintain and patch applications, still use older unpatched operating systems for key business applications, often do not segment networks to restrict access, and last, but not least, we do not backup key files or test out disaster recovery techniques on a regular basis.

2.1. Current ransomware attacks

At any point in time, there are multiple ransomware attacks going on. Each ransom attacker can use several means to launch their attacks, use different vectors to infect systems and ask for differing amounts of ransom, but all result in the same result of locking up files so that the computer user cannot access them. Current ransomware attacks include Cryptowall, Cerber, Locky, CryptXXX, Petya/Micha among other variants.

Other variants include CTB Locker and Linux encoder which has also been used in attacks on the Mac platform. While the Windows is the most attacked platform due to its prominence of use, Linux nor Macintosh platforms are not immune from ransom attacks.

CryptXXX, for example, is distributed by an exploit kit and malicious emails. Once the payload launches, the encryption doesn’t immediately occur. Rather it waits for 3,721 seconds to bypass sandbox analysis and another automatic testing. CryptXXX also is network aware and will encrypt files on the local drives as well as any network attached location including mapped drives, network resources, and even impact cloud-based backups and cloud synchronization techniques.
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CryptXXX also can steal bitcoin credentials and stored passwords to browser-based offerings such as web email, instant messaging clients, email and FTP file transfer platforms.

2.2. Current infection vectors

Ransomware attacks depend on the current state of network insecurity and lack of management of our networks as well as the lack of controls of the devices that users interface with on a daily basis. Unpatched Java, unpatched Flash and lack of controls of emails mean that attackers can count on browsing attacks and email phishing to gain entry into our networks. Once inside our networks, they can count on two facts: We don’t always ensure that our backups are functional, and we don’t limit access to resources on the network. The user that inadvertently launches the ransomware attack exposes whatever files and resources that he or she has access to harm. Many ransomware variants also utilize the ability of scripts to delete or damage various administrative resources that allow for easier disaster recovery. Early ransomware variants were not aware of technology in Windows systems called “Shadow copies,” Shadow copies is a versioning technique that allows an admin to be able to roll back to an earlier version. Ransomware now uses PowerShell to disable and delete these copies of the files making it more difficult to recover files especially when backups have not occurred with regularity.

Attackers can to inject malicious code into unpatched websites and servers containing vulnerable older versions of PHP, or other vulnerable code such as unpatched older versions of management software such as CPanel. They have also been known to inject malicious code into banner ads that are included in legitimate websites. Often sites sell advertising space to online advertising brokers which don’t always check the quality and lack of vulnerability in code used in the advertising.

2.3. Case studies

Network consultant, Marina Roos from the Netherlands has been working with small businesses in that country and around the world for many years. She regularly sets up backup for her small business clients and checks it regularly for completion. The Locky Ransomware impacted her client. Fortunately, she had an
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excellent backup routine on the network server and thus was able to quickly restore the impacted files. However, she was most surprised by how her customer was targeted:

“The thing is that the way this machine got ‘infected’ is very very handsome and not quite obvious. There was a mail in some info box from apparently a transport company and it was in perfect Dutch, and it had quite some details of this client. It then suggested clicking on a link where the client would find documents that would have the details of the package that couldn’t be delivered (the client was anxiously waiting for a package). By clicking that link, the infection started.

I had a look at the headers, and they all seemed legit as well.

Further investigation by checking the website of that client showed that the website is not reachable (there is just a text message saying that because of maintenance the site cannot be accessed, not a 404) and upon reading the initial email there were some ‘huh’ moments, but not at first sight. The address does exist, the company however not in that place. (Attached is a pic of that email). The red link in that email is what the client clicked. Because he couldn’t open the file or nothing happened, he replied to the sender. I have not tried that link myself and I won’t.

The wildfire Locky will only hit obvious document files (Office, text), and some pictures (not .TIFF), no .ini files, no executables. Of course, it encrypted all kind of those files on the desktop as well as on shares and Dropbox.”

**Amy Babinchak** has been a small business consultant for many years. She has been instrumental in organizing and maintaining the Ransomware Prevention Kit [http://www.thrdtier.net/ransomware-prevention-kit/ ] a collection of guidance, group policy settings, registry settings, and information to block where typically ransomware enters systems. Even with all of her guidance and expertise, there are times her clients get impacted by ransomware, often because they are not abiding by her recommendations. Her client had her laptop off the domain when ransomware got introduced by her client’s actions of clicking on a malicious email. After cleaning up and restoring the system, she was surprised to find that files got
encrypted for a second time on the laptop. Upon investigation, she found that the act of enabling offline files had placed the infection in a cached location and upon reconnecting the laptop to the domain had reactivated the cached files and thus reintroduced the ransomware to the network.

As a moderator for the listserv, www.patchmanagement.org, Susan Bradley, the author of this paper, receives many malicious emails and their attachments to an external, non-business email address that she uses for moderation. Thus she was excited to put to the test a newly built Windows 10 Professional edition that was participating in Microsoft’s Advanced Threat Protection public beta. She had just received several obvious emailed that contained a zip file that then contained a javascript file. She uploaded the suspicious file to virustotal.com to determine if the file was malicious. At the time of uploading, there was only a detection rate of 5 vendors actively seeing the malicious file out of 45 different vendors. She segregated the virtual machine and isolated it from the network and then proceeded to launch the malicious payload via various means.

Knowing that using a web-based email client to download the malicious payload might trigger the SmartScreen technology in Windows 10, Susan decided to install an email client on the test Windows 10 and then attempted to open the zip file and launch the attack directly. To her dismay, the attack was successful and proceeded to encrypt all files on the system. While the public beta of the Advanced threat protection software from Microsoft was able to track what the ransomware did, it did not flag the infection in real time, nor did it flag the attack.

The infected system reached out to a malicious and suspicious Internet Address that a normal system should not and would not connect to. It was clear that even with Microsoft’s latest operating system, it was no match for the typical attacks that ransomware uses to gain access to a system.

In three of these case studies (more details included in the appendix), the common element was a human clicking on a file attachment. Even with the modern operating system of Windows 10, without additional preventative measures, the operating system...
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was no match for the malicious software. It was able to bypass and launch a successful attack on the Windows 10 system.

3. Handling an incident

Ransomware is no different than any other disaster recovery or intrusion incident. Too often the emphasis is placed on putting the computer system back to full operation and not in understanding the cause of what caused the problem in the first place. If one does not understand how one got attacked, one cannot then better protect themselves from another such attack. Thus when faced with a ransomware incident, not overlooking the need to understand how the incident occurred in the first place should not be overlooked. Keeping up to date with information and knowledge of how ransomware enters a network will also help to understand better and isolate where the incident first occurred. Resources such as bleepingcomputer.com’s Ransomware information page (http://www.bleepingcomputer.com/virus-removal/threat/ransomware/) and Intel Security’s https://www.nomoreransom.org/ can help to keep up to date on the latest ransomware techniques. However, keep in mind that threat intelligence often does not have the more recent threat information and thus one may be using historical attack patterns and not existing attack patterns.

3.1. Checklist for Ransomware incidents

When an incident occurs, it is often over in seconds, not minutes. Once the infection point occurs, the ransom uses the speed of the impacted computer to encrypt files that the system has access to quickly. Once it has completed its task, only then does the ransomware message show up on the screen. If the infection has originated from a user in the network clicking on an email or surfing on an infected website, often you can determine the origin merely by verbally questioning the actions of the person who infected the network. If you are not sure of the point of infection, often you can determine the point of infection by examining the owner of the encrypted files. The user or computer that originated the infection is the owner of the resulting encrypted file.
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For any sized firm or any sized intrusion, a Company should have a computer incident checklist on hand that will ensure that nothing is forgotten while one is working through the incident. A ransomware checklist has been included in the Appendix at the end of this paper.

3.2. Investigation of options

After isolating the systems impacted by ransomware, it’s key to understand the options a firm has. First, identify the ransomware so that one can identify the options a firm has. One can use a variety of online sites [such as https://id-ransomware.malwarehunterteam.com/] to identify the ransomware. Once identified one can then determine what options one has. Ransomware at this time does not damage files, merely encrypts the contents to make them unusable. Thus your options for recovery should first and foremost start with ensuring you have backup images or data so that you can roll the system back to a time before the intrusion. If you have no backups, you must then investigate alternative options.

3.3. Determining impact of damage

One should begin to identify the locations in the network impacted by the ransomware. There are various methods for determining the impact ranging from PowerShell scripts reviewing the file changes on a network to various PowerShell scripts examining file structures. Recently, Rob Vandenbrink on the Infosec handlers blog posted a script on the Github site [https://github.com/robvandenbrink/Ransomware-Scan-and-Replicate] that reviewed files to identify those impacted by ransomware. Generally speaking whatever the individual who introduces the ransomware to the network has access to, is subject to possible impact. Thus it’s key to review Windows file permissions and what the infection point had access to in the network.

3.4 Options for recovery

When anticipating any disaster, one should ensure that multiple recovery options are available and that the data that was on the machine can be recovered.
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Thus before any incident has occurred ensure that one has multiple backups of data and multiple ways to recover. First and foremost one should have multiple backup methodologies. From on-premise backup to cloud backups, one should ensure that there are multiple backups. Ransomware will possibly take quite a bit of data that will then require to be restored and thus it may take some time to recover. Shadow copies is a Microsoft technology to provide backups while the system is in use. Requiring NTFS file systems, in the early versions of Ransomware, one could use Shadow Copy technology to roll back to a version of the files before the operating system got infected with Ransomware. Current versions of Ransomware make it a point to run a PowerShell command to delete shadow copies that the infected client has access to. Thus don’t plan on using shadow copy technology to roll back to a previous non-impacted file.

3.5 Resources for possible recovery keys

In general, do not depend on recovery keys to be available. The only reason recovery keys can be obtained is if the command server has been obtained by authorities and the private encryption key has been obtained. If the ransomware is an older variant, the firm may be lucky and find de-encryption keys to undo the encryption. But be aware, un-encryption takes time and is not instantaneous. If the de-encryption key is available, it will be a lengthy process to restore each file to its pre-encryption status.

3.6 Last Resort techniques

Last but not least, when faced with a ransomware attack, one can always pay the ransom requested. However, one should always consider this an action of last resort and a sign that basic networking disaster recovery techniques did not exist in the firm. Thus this should not only be considered a failure of protection of the network, but it should also be considered a failure of basic operations of a network availability. With very few exceptions, the attackers will provide you with the
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necessary de-encryption keys once you provide the ransomware typically using bitcoin as payment. Any reputable online bitcoin processor can be used to pay the ransom.

### 3.7 Post-incident review

Once the dust has settled and the data and the network have been restored to full functionality, take time to have a post-incident review. It’s key at this time to determine and review how the initial infection occurred. Interviews of the individuals who possibly brought the infection should be done to ascertain what actions were being done when the infection occurred.

While anti-virus software should not be depended upon to stop a ransomware infection, it still would be wise to contact the antivirus vendor to discuss detection and lack thereof. Discuss with management what options to take going forward to protect better and defend the network.

### 4. Prevention techniques and impact on systems

For any sized network, the key to prevention of ransomware is a multifaceted approach. There is no one single solution that is 100% positively guaranteed to protect a system from ransomware. While application whitelisting, a process whereby only approved software is allowed to run extremely great promise at this time to protect a system from Ransomware, it is not without increasing investigation by attackers to bypass application whitelisting. Thus with any of the following recommendations, one should not rely on just one solution, nor consider any one of them a “silver bullet” of protection. It is only with a constant review of a network’s defenses can one keep one step ahead of the attackers. While the following items are key to protecting a network from attacks, one should keep constantly reviewing and adjusting the techniques as needed.

#### 4.1. Patching or removal of vulnerable software
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First and foremost, follow the rule of thumb: Use it, patch it or lose it. If there is software on a machine that is in use, ensure that it is regularly maintained and patched using the security patches released by the software vendor. Several ransomware attackers are using vulnerability “cocktails” that go after unpatched Java, Flash and Silverlight deployments on Windows systems. Thus the first rule of defense should be to remove any and all third party software that is no longer needed in the network. In the case of Flash and Silverlight, these two media platforms are increasingly being replaced with HTML5 technology and thus you may be able to completely remove Silverlight, or do not deploy it at all on Windows platforms. In the case of Flash, ensure that you at a minimum change the browser to enable “click to run” so that the user gets prompted to run the flash in banner ads.

Install and use EMET, Microsoft’s Enhanced mitigation experience toolkit, to block malicious code in Microsoft older browser, Internet Explorer. Consider deploying Windows 10 in 2017 when Microsoft will ship the Edge browser to take advantage of hardware virtualization and provide a sandbox for the Edge browser. For more details, see the attached appendix.

4.2. **Backup**

It cannot be stressed enough how important it is to have adequate backups in the case of a ransomware attack. Ransomware is effective because they can rely on the fact that their victims have not checked, maintained, or reviewed their backup strategy and in the case of small businesses, or individuals, it’s often that they have no backups at all. Often there is a lack of understanding of where data is stored, how it is stored and, even without ransomware attacks, how hard drives and storage media can fail, is not permanent and thus there is a reliance and trust on mechanical systems that is often misplaced. Also too often software vendors make assumptions in regards to where data is stored and thus make recommendations on what to back up on a system when the key applications may not be located in the file storage locations that the operating system vendor recommends being used for backup. Take, as an example, the Microsoft Windows 10 platform. The operating system relies too much on a single, non-versioning
consumer level of a cloud platform called "One Drive" that allows the user to store files on Microsoft’s cloud storage. However unless you have made a backup of said files, should the system be attacked by ransomware, every location that the user has access to will be infected by ransomware. Unless the backup storage methodology includes a process called “versioning,” one merely needs to roll the system back to a date and time right before the infection to get back as much of the data as possible. A backup methodology that allows for the setting of backup retention policies is key to ensuring that a system can be restored with a minimum of loss of data to the impacted system. Thus review the backups set up and ensure that versioning is enabled.

Depending on the needs of the firm, they may wish to not only backup servers and file storage locations but also workstations as well if they do not have a methodology for the redeployment of workstations. Several vendors offer desktop backup technologies to allow for recovery of impacted workstations. Alternatively, consider using Microsoft Deployment Technologies to redeploy impacted workstations after an infection.

Often with workstation and server infections, the goal is to put the network back online as soon as possible and thus when evaluating the impact of the infection and types of recovery methodologies planned, don’t merely look for ways to remove the impacted files without rebuilding the entire impacted system. Having the tools in place ahead of time making it easy to deploy and reimage machines to a clean, pre-infection state is key to ensuring the long-term health of the network. Incidents will occur in your network. Therefore one needs to plan ahead of time for the worst possible recovery technique – that of rebuilding the entire network. Therefore having a tested versioning backup process so that one can recover and restore anything on the network will ultimately be a protection means for the resiliency of your network in the long run.

Don’t overlook the key need for a strong, solid and tested backup and recovery plan. Many times this is the only way to recover from Ransomware effectively.
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4.3. NTFS file permissions

Often the basics of networking are overlooked in the zeal to get a user set up to use the network, or the business needs to get a task accomplished. However, often this is the very thing that introduces the greatest risk into a network. A network, especially one that has been set up and deployed by others, should be reviewed for the effective rights that a user has on the system. It’s often said that with ransomware, all such attacks can be stopped if the business merely fired all of the employees. It’s often someone clicking on something they should have never clicked on in the first place. If one could only set up a network that has no need for humans at all, the network would not be at risk for drive by browsing attacks. Given that this is not realistic, the next best thing to do is to review the NTFS file permissions on a network. Ensure that no user that might click or introduce risks to a firm have the ability also to have access to locations including backup locations, or other locations on the network that might impact negatively the operations of the network. If there is no need for a user to have rights to the storage location of the backup files on the network, then these NTFS file permissions should be removed. Also if the user has no need to have rights to a location on the network that, if encrypted by ransomware would cause major impact to a firm, there should be no need for the user to have these rights.

4.4. Review user rights

Traditionally networks were set up with all users having administrative rights to their local machines. The Microsoft Windows platform for many years had no concept of separation of duties; the user had complete rights to his or her system. Then starting from around the time that Windows 7 was released, Microsoft put forth a new concept called User Account Control. It introduced a user role that had less access to the system but yet could still function and performed their computing duties. All did not love UAC, but it served its intended purpose: It forced the software ecosystem into reviewing who had administrator access and why and
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placed pressure on the software vendors to stop demanding administrator rights. For ransomware prevention, while it’s key to once again ensuring your users do not have administrative rights, it’s by no means a 100% effective means if these administrative rights have been removed. Nevertheless, if one still has a third party line of business applications that demand administrative rights, one can use a third party tool called LUA buglight to review these applications. This tool reviews the permissions that a file has and provides evidence such that the network admin can then adjust file registry keys and locations needed to be edited to allow the user to use the software without requiring the user to have administrative rights on their computer system.

4.5. Software restriction policies

Microsoft provides a mechanism to block software from running called software restriction policies. It allows the experienced user or network admin to set specific policies to block certain applications from executing. In the case of ransomware that behaves in a certain way, it allows the network admin to set locations that certain file types can’t execute from. Thus even though this means of protection is not as effective as it once was, it’s still recommended to use this process to enable better protection of a machine from malicious ransomware that writes to the AppData location. To protect the network, the %appdata%, %localappdata%, %temp%, %tmp%, ?:\System Volume Information" (System Volume Information) and ?:\$RECYCLE.BIN (Recycle Bin) locations should be locked down, and no normal user should be able to write to these locations. To bypass the restrictions one can click on “Run as administrator” to elevate and go around the restrictions.

These locations are the most common locations for malware to reside, they are also the most common locations a standard user has both WRITE and EXECUTE permission. White listed locations include, %systemroot%, %programfiles%, %programfiles(x86)% (for x64 Operating System), %localAppData%\Microsoft\OneDrive (for Windows 10). These locations are the
default ‘allow’ locations in any Software Restriction Policy, with the addition, on a Windows 10 machine of the One Drive location.

By using Software restriction policies in this fashion, programs (e.g., .exe files) that reside in any of the blocked locations will not function. One can choose to whitelist an application, but please note if one whitelists an application and the user has both WRITE and EXECUTE to that location, a potential loophole has been introduced that could allow Malware to be installed and executed.

4.6. Office Macro and file blocking

Recent ransomware has used a variety of attack techniques. One used most recently was the malicious use of Office Macros to launch and execute malicious software from the web. It’s highly recommended to perform the following actions:

Begin by launching any Office software such as Word or Excel. Click on the File tab, and then on options. In the Trust Center, click Trust Center Settings. Then click on Disable all macros except digitally signed macros, click ok. Also, review the resources that Email providers provide to block malicious email attachments. Many ransomware attacks come from malicious email attachments and zip files that hide executables. Review what email hygiene options are available and at a minimum block the file extensions listed in the appendix.

Blocking can be done either at the mail server gateway or by an email hygiene service that filters the email before it enters into your system. Consider the use of larger mail services such as Google’s GMail or Microsoft’s Office 365 to automatically provide email hygiene.

Conversely, in addition to providing file attachment blocking at the gateway mail level, consider adjusting the file extension setting for all computers in the network such that they showcase the actual file name, not the abbreviated file name. Launch Regedit.exe is ensuring that you approve the UAC prompt. Browse to HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Advanced. Right click on HideFileExt and click on Modify. Change the value to a 1 and reboot. This will now set the system not to hide known file types and instead expose any double file extensions that may hide an executable.
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4.7. Solutions provided by Antivirus Vendors

Traditional antivirus is based on the premise that once an attack mechanism has been discovered; the attacker will attack in the same way again. In the case of ransomware, this is often not true. One day the ransomware attacks will be via email attachments of a certain type and style and another day the attacks will come via browser attacks using a blend of vulnerabilities to provide the means to introduce the ransomware. Antivirus vendors are now changing their methodologies and starting to incorporate file actions and impact to systems in their means to protect systems. However, this is still a somewhat reactionary means to protect from ransomware and is not always effective. Also, some of these new methodologies are not without false positives and side effects. Thus while it’s wise to ensure that an antivirus software is chosen that included these newer “behavioral” detections, one should not depend on antivirus to protect the system from ransomware. Ransomware uses systems on a machine that are, typically when used in a non-malicious fashion, are normal technologies in a computer system. Encryption is normally used on all Windows platforms and cannot be removed. Scripting that allows the ransomware to perform it’s encryption tasks quickly is a normal part of the operating system and to remove the features means that the administrator no longer has tools to control systems remotely.

There are some vendors that independently offer various features to prevent processes from hooking into the Windows kernel. However given recent trends with Windows 10 kernel mode features, it is recommended to test before deploying such prevention firm-wide. Windows 10 now has several features to ensure that software appropriately performs on a system and will prevent applications from setting themselves as default if they see the abnormal behavior.

4.8. PowerShell blocking

Ransomware is effective because it uses capabilities that are already on the operating system. For example, one tool that is often used to deploy Ransomware effectively is the use of PowerShell scripting. Some resources have recommended
taking the draconian step of blocking PowerShell to protect the network thus from Ransomware attacks. This step, however, could place the network at greater risk due to the inability to remotely monitor and control workstations. While PowerShell was originally an add-on feature, it is now embedded into the operating system. This step should only be performed after researching and testing all side effects and impact to remote control and protection of systems.

Keep in mind that PowerShell by default, is only allowed to be run by an administrator, and secondly, can only be run if the execution policy allows it. However, there are some actions one can take if one is truly concerned about the overuse of PowerShell in a network. One can set up a PowerShell organizational unit in Group Policy and then set these users to be denied “Apply Group Policy” rights. As you need individuals or groups to have access to the ability to use PowerShell via Group policy, merely add or remove as needed. Please see the appendix for details on how to block PowerShell via group policy.

### 4.9 Windows scripting blocking

As always with any recommendation to change or adjust the defaults of an operating system, it is wise to test and ensure that no key functionality that is required by a firm or by users in the firm is removed or impacted by an adjustment. No different for the next suggested means to secure further your infrastructure: That of blocking Windows scripting. You can use registry keys to block scripting or change the use of “opens with” so that is rather taking a malicious action, instead a non-impactful action will occur. For more details on adjusting and blocking Windows scripting see the appendix. Ensure that you test the impact to your network before deploying this widely.

### 4.10 Javascript blocking

Recent Ransomware attacks have been using a variety of file types to launch malicious ransomware files. One recent set of attacks has used Javascript files to launch Ransomware. Be aware that this should not be confused with Oracles Java
software. Javascript instead is “an object-oriented computer programming language commonly used to create interactive effects within web browsers.” There are several actions one can take to provide protection from malicious javascript. If these .js files are entering the network via email attachments, first and foremost one needs to ensure that an email hygiene service is used to filter the emails entering the network. If additional action is needed, then one should follow the steps noted above and adjust the file extension of .js to be opened with notepad.

However there is another means that malicious javascript can enter a network, via the browser. One should review the filtering options of the firewall in the network (see section 4.14 for more details) but if an attack is targeted and of concern, the administrator can take offensive action and block javascript in browsers as noted in the appendix.

4.11 Sandboxing

Sandboxing, the use of software to isolate applications away from the operating system to ensure that there is nothing malicious in the application is not new. However, it is becoming more mainstream. Software such as http://www.sandboxie.com/ allows you to isolate email programs and browser programs away from the operating system. However, this may not be controllable enough for enterprises. Thus enterprises may need to look to Microsoft’s Windows 10 Device Guard technologies for similar techniques of sandboxing applications away from the operating system.

Windows 10 device guard is a bundle of technologies to ensure that malicious software does not impact the kernel and bios of an operating system. Device guard does require that one has Windows 10 Enterprise, this is a product that requires either expensive volume licensing to be in place or purchase of a subscription to Windows 10 Enterprise. While an effective blocking tool for some types of malicious software it is not effective for all types of ransomware that have been noted in the wild.
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4.12 Privilege management

In typical Windows networks, there is always need to have Administrative rights to install software, make adjustments or perform other administrative functions. However, there is typically never need to run as administrator for day to day tasks. One should always set up any network with the least privilege view in mind. Local administrator passwords should not be shared, and management of these passwords should be planned for. Microsoft has a Local Administrator password toolkit ([https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=46899](https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=46899)) that provides the ability for a network admin to set random passwords for local administrators on each machine. Passwords are stored in Active Directory (AD) and protected by ACL, so only eligible users can read it or request its reset. Thus if there is a malicious software that harvests the credentials or cached credentials on any single one machine, they are unable to gain access to the next machine in the network. At no time should anyone in the network be running a workstation with domain administrator credentials.

Furthermore, at no time should any user or administrator in a network not be required to have User Account Control enforcement. No one in the network should be able to bypass User Account Control (UAC) to access any information.

4.13 Pass the hash protections

In Windows operating systems, the operating system often uses cached credentials or hashes in authentication. Attackers often find ways to access these hash values and reuse them to authenticate throughout the network. Called “pass the hash” this technique has been seen in some targeted firm ransomware attacks especially in healthcare where the attackers see a higher value target. Microsoft hardened the operating system in Windows 8.1 to prevent these credentials from being passed along and then backported this technology to Windows 7. To ensure that a network is protected from passing the hash attacks, there are several whitepapers to follow. Microsoft provides guidance at [https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/strategy/default.aspx#!password_hashes](https://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/strategy/default.aspx#!password_hashes).
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4.14 Firewall protections

A Windows network is a very chatty thing. On a regular basis, workstations are sending packets to the domain controller, to each other, to various servers on the Internet. Most of the time this traffic is not malicious, and it’s perfectly fine to let a workstation send and receive packets from various systems on the Internet. For example, a workstation communicating with Microsoft is often connecting merely to receive corrective updates and thus the network packets can be sent and received knowing that such traffic is clean and not laden with malware. There is no nefarious reason intended by the Microsoft Servers. Thus the packets can be easily trusted. In the case of ransomware, often the first telltale sign of an infection is a workstation connecting to a command and control server for more instructions. If one can disrupt the communication channel between the workstation impacted and the command and control server, the malicious activity can often be intercepted.

Thus ensuring that one reviews how both the workstation and the network firewall is set up is key to preventing many ransomware infections. In a firm setting, ensure that the firewall deployed is a version called “unified threat gateway.” These UTG systems often include web filtering, hygiene email filtering, and other features that allow the firm to scan better and review Internet traffic inside a network.

For some devices in the network, one may wish to set up virtual networks and a separate connectivity to further isolate and defend a network. For others, one may wish to set up egress filtering and only allow the traffic and packets that are needed for the use of a device on a network. Consider setting up egress filtering on key servers and workstations to ensure that they do not connect to command and control servers or Tor networks to obtain their commands and encryption. Consider also preventative geo screening and limiting access to the computer to only those countries that the firm needs to do business with. Be aware, however, that some vendors are starting to use networks across the globe and thus one may find that these egress filtering needs to be tailored to connect to updating servers and other networks as needed.
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4.15 FSRM file screening

FSRM or File Server Resource Manager can be used both to monitor for ransomware files and alert you when major changes have been made to the system. As noted in http://jpelectron.com/sample/Info%20and%20Documents/Stop%20crypto%20badware%20before%20it%20ruins%20your%20day/1-PreventCrypto-Readme.htm

The File Server Resource Manager is in every version of Windows Server since Server 2003 R2. Install the role or application and then set up a group to perform the file screening. Because of Ransomware’s changing nature, the list of file extensions to monitor can and will change. Please see the appendix for the list that as current as of September 2016.

4.16 Application whitelisting

At this time application whitelisting is one of the most effective ways to prevent and defend from ransomware. However, it is not without deployment costs and issues. For those running Windows operating systems, only Windows Enterprise systems can participate in application whitelisting and the newly named Device guard designed to block and defend from malicious code getting onto systems. In the past Enterprise versions of Windows were typically only found in large enterprises, however now Microsoft has seen with cloud services a way to make additional revenue streams by changing how firms can purchase Enterprise Edition. In the Windows 7 era, app locker required Enterprise version as well. Once one had to be a volume license customer and purchase a certain minimum number of Enterprise licenses to purchase this version. Now Microsoft is releasing a subscription model for Windows Enterprise allowing the customer to purchase Enterprise on a month to month basis. This makes obtaining the licenses necessary to deploy Application whitelisting much easier, but not necessarily the deployment of Application whitelisting itself. The Microsoft solution https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee791835(v=ws.10).Apex requires the ability to identify the applications that need to run on the network. Creating the
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rulesets can be cumbersome and if the firm constantly adds new applications, can be daunting to manage. However, it is an effective means to block ransomware from a system as it changes the current system whereby our software ecosystem is trusted by default and systems only look for malicious software, to one whereby no software is trusted, and systems must be told what applications can be trusted. It is my personal prediction that this model will be how we will deploy systems in the future.

4.16.1. Alternatives to Whitelisting

Other third party vendors have come up with interesting solutions to the problem of building a trust model. One such vendor, whitecloudsecurity.com, uses a model that builds the trust of applications from systems that are trusted as well. It follows the Microsoft model of following code signing certificates to trust a vendor’s code. However, it builds on this solution by allowing customers of managed service providers to trust another person’s computer code. Thus the managed service provider can build a clean image, and utilize White Cloud Security’s interface to inventory and build hash values for all of the software on a clean system. Then this is uploaded to their online portal and any other computer that then trusts the security of the imaging system will automatically have the software on the machine “whitelisted” and able to run.

4.16.2 Vendor solutions

More and more vendors are starting to integrate sandboxing and whitelisting into solutions with various degrees of success. Antivirus vendors are starting to reposition their products with more code targeted to isolate and defend the network from ransomware. This repositioning doesn’t come without side effects as the vendors begin to deliver new solutions. Often the products throw off false positives and isolate applications that ultimately ends up being good software code.

4.16.3 Impact of computers and network
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Application whitelisting can and does cause users to have times when they cannot run the application they need to run because the key application they want to run has not been “whitelisted” by the security solution. As a result productivity and business may be impacted by any application whitelisting platform. Any solution needs to have the ability to have ways for the network admin to remediate any issues that are caused by the app whitelisting platform. Often this can be done remotely or via a console. But management needs to embrace the process and understand it may have an impact on efficiency if not rolled out correctly.

4.16.4 Targeted attacks to app whitelisting

As a result of the increase of use of application whitelisting, there is beginning to be discussions regarding attacks that bypass application is whitelisting. Application whitelisting provides rules that rely on Publisher, Path, and File hash values. Attackers are beginning to use DLL hijacking whereby an attacker can execute the application from an untrusted directory merely because the app is trusted. The same concept can allow an attacker to bypass application whitelisting. Microsoft has patched several of these all loading library attacks, and I expect more in the coming years.

4.17 Alternative platforms

While this whitepaper provides information primarily in regards to the Microsoft platform, no computing platform is immune to ransomware. Attackers follow where the money is and who has more desktops deployed. As we move to Online vendors exclusively and the platform of our desktop is more irrelevant, then I predict the next targeted attacks will go after cloud services. Mobile ransomware has already been seen. Cloud services when they are connected to users and permissions such that the user has access to the location are similarly attacked.

5. Future predictions
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It is my prediction that all or nearly all future attacks will use some ransom feature. Ransomware is too lucrative not to maintain or even increase the attacks utilizing the key features of ransom to gain more funds in an easy and dependable manner. Mobile platforms have already been targeted in ransomware attacks, and it’s foreseen that that will increase given the increase of mobile platforms. Currently, ransomware goes after the traditional “low hanging fruit.” Some attacks that have been seen have been specifically targeted to a company -- for example Healthcare attacks. Most just rely on the fact that humans will react to bills being overdue, invoices unpaid and demanding attention, shipments delayed, and any number of trickery done to get the user to click on the file masquerading as an item that the user wants to open. There have already been seen attacks that utilize more sophisticated attacks that leverage reused passwords or weaknesses in the pass the hash authentication.

5.1 Future attacks

Future attacks may not only target users of data but cloud services data as well. We may see vendors that host cloud services be targeted in direct attacks and demand payment from the cloud vendor as well as the client themselves. Just as we are seeing large DDOS attacks utilizing unpatched “Internet of Things” devices that have been used to prevent the Brian Krebs website, KrebsonSecurity.com to be offline and to its web hoster Akamai to finally throw in the towel and stop providing pro bono web hosting for the site, so too will unpatched devices be utilized in ransomware attacks thus making the ability to more easily identify command and control computers much harder and thus impossible to regain access to the private encryption keys used in attacks.

5.2 Future prevention

The future of prevention is clearly to change our model of software from one of trust to one of “distrust” by default. In the time being, the current trust model or application whitelisting will have to expand to gather more data points and become easier to deploy. The trust model will also have to integrate trusting of bios and
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hardware and possibly include a chain of trust all the way from the devices to the cloud services utilized. The trust model may even need to include ICANN and other backbones of the Internet such that such malicious code is not allowed to be passed along to other computers unless there is evidence that the code being transmitted is trustworthy.

6. Conclusion

It is this author’s opinion that Ransomware will be a constant threat to computer networks. The economic payback is so great to the attacker that other forms of malware will decline as ransomware becomes the new normal. It is up to the computer industry to sound the alarm now and to increase our defenses accordingly. New models of trustworthiness will have to be determined and designed. The industry can no longer assume the code is good, but must assume the code is bad unless proven otherwise.
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Appendix

Case studies

Network consultant, Marina Roos from the Netherlands had a client impacted by the Locky Ransomware. While her normal backup processes meant that she was able to quickly recover, what she was most concerned about was the apparent targeting of her client.

Figure 1 - Email used to lure client - Office file delivered malware payload

The email was well written, was related to what the client’s business was and was not obvious that it was soon to be impactful to the network.

Amy Babinchak’s client had a roaming laptop that caused due to the enablement of offline files, introduced ransomware twice into the network. As we
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introduce more cloud services that introduce sync into a network, we will have to ensure that we take additional precautions that our cloud services will not sync back down malicious files to our workstations.

Susan Bradley, specifically put Microsoft’s “Most secure release of Windows ever” to the test with her examination of Ransomware. In addition she also tested using a beta of Microsoft’s Advanced Threat Protection to determine if Microsoft was taking steps to look for ransomware at that time.

While the public beta of the Advanced threat protection software from Microsoft was able to track what the ransomware did, it did not flag the infection in real time, nor did it flag the attack.

![Figure 2 - Beta of Advanced Threat Protection reacting to Ransomware](image)

The infected system reached out to a malicious and suspicious Internet Address that a normal system should not and would not connect to. It was clear that even with Microsoft’s latest operating system, it was no match for the typical attacks that ransomware uses to gain access to a system.
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In the final version of Windows Defender Advanced Threat Protection released in September of 2016 and included in the 1607 version of Windows 10, the product now successfully identifies and flags when ransomware is detected and fully tracks the impact to the system. Clearly Microsoft has taken steps to include Ransomware detection in their threat identification products.

In three of these case studies, the common element was a human clicking on a file attachment. Without the addition steps to protect from Ransomware noted in this document, even Windows 10 was no match for the malicious activities of today.
Ransomware checklist

Preparation:

• Identify communication leaders in the firm. Have a master listing of individuals that should get contacted whenever there is a computer incident in the firm. This listing should include (if necessary) computer forensic investigators, FBI contacts, Internet Crime Complaint Center and law enforcement or other third party responders.

• Ensure users have instructions as to what steps to take, and whom to contact should they suspect an incident in the firm. Ensure they have instructions as to disconnect systems from the network (if that is the preferred actions to take), or connect to an alternative network for remediation.

During the Incident:

• Before any examination take a forensic image of all systems that are subject to the incident. Utilize a forensic backup program or use FTK Imager software from AccessData. This backup will ensure if you need to have actual evidence or after the incident is over, do an additional investigation you can do so. Note that this step gets overlooked by firms that are not used to formal investigations. However not taking the time to fully understand how an infection occurred it to risk having it happen multiple times.

• Keep a log of communication; changes made to the network, devices added or removed while the investigation is underway. If any software gets installed during the investigation, ensure that it gets documented.

• Remove the infected computers from the network as soon as possible to limit the impact and spread of ransomware. Chances are the damage has already been done. Historically when dealing with
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computers that need more forensic investigation, the recommendations have been to keep the computer on if the computer is already on, and to leave it off if the computer is already off. In the case of ransomware, the infection is so fast that even turning off the impacted machine may not accomplish anything. It is debatable what is the best practice in keeping a machine on or turning it off in a ransomware infection. At this time, most ransomware infections do not delete data; it merely keeps it hostage. Turning off the machines if any of them were in the process of encryption, may cause the ransom note with the corresponding instructions on how to pay the ransom to not complete. In extreme cases where backups have not been made, this may be the last resort option.

- Isolate any backup media or online backup options to ensure that the firm can use these to recover from the incident. In fact, as you will see later in this whitepaper, this step should be reviewed BEFORE there is an infection to ensure you can recover from an incident without paying the ransom.

- Identify any and all computers or servers in the network impacted by the ransomware. Review files for access date and modified. Take all impacted systems offline until they are get fully scanned.

- Review firewall logs and other egress filtering devices to ensure that all machines impacted have been identified. If any machine gets is making connections that do not appear to be appropriate, identify, image and redeploy as needed. Review if any blocking mechanism has been placed at the firewall to block access to command and control computers. The ransomware might not have been successful if it was blocked from accessing the private key from these C&C systems.

- Utilize resources such as https://id-ransomware.malwarehunterteam.com/ to identify the variant. Does the ransomware follow the normal pattern of asking for ransom paid
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in bitcoins? Are there any unique characteristics about the ransomware that are unique that should get shared with authorities or other venues for education purposes?

- Review your existing security measures that failed. Did antivirus identify the ransomware at any time during the attack? Contact the antivirus vendor to provide them with samples if it failed to identify or protect from the intrusion.
- Review backup processes and identify any data that cannot get recovered and the potential impact to the business.
- Consider (as a last resort) payment of ransom.
- Recover the data on the network and rebuild machines as needed.

**Post incident review:**

- Ensure there is a post-incident meeting to discuss what was found during the investigation and recommended changes and adjustments to the network.
- Discuss changes needed to prevent an incident in the future.
Specific steps to prevent Ransomware:

Backup technologies

It is key when setting up backups that you ensure that the vendor allows for versioning. Many consumer backup platforms do not. Review also cloud backup vendors have the ability to roll back to multiple dates and times and have healthy retention policies. Some backup vendors even will arrange to ship overnight via secure delivery, a hard drive containing the data so as to expedite the recovery process which can be quite lengthy over the Internet.

Patching or removal of vulnerable software

To enable click to run in Chrome perform the following steps:

- Click on Settings gear
- Click on advanced settings
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• Scroll down and click on privacy
• Click on content settings
• Scroll down to the plug-in section
• Select Let me choose when to run plugin content option in the Plugins section
• Lastly, click the Manage individual plugins link and make sure the Always allowed to run option for each plugin is unchecked. Click to Play functionality will not work for any plugins with Always allowed to run selected.

In cases where you can have a network without Flash, on Windows 7 platforms Adobe Flash can be removed by going into programs and features and removing the application. In the case of Windows 8.1 and Windows 10, Flash is now embedded in the browser and thus you need to block flash from enabling itself in a different manner. At this time all major browsers except Edge shipped in Windows 10, allows for the ability to turn on Enable flash as needed in the Browser.

Java is increasingly relegated to only being needed by some network administration tools or some older financial or accounting applications. To see if your systems can work without these platforms, remove these applications and then test with your critical applications.

For those systems where you must have Java or Flash ensure that you have a methodology to patch these applications and in an expedient manner. Often Flash
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has “zero-day patches” whereby the attacks are already underway on the Internet and at the time these attacks are identified there is often no patch.

In these cases where Flash and Java are mandated in your environment, consider installing and deploying the Microsoft Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit. EMET, as it’s often called, protects against threats before they are addressed with software updates. EMET includes 14 security mitigations including the following:

- Attack Surface Reduction (ASR),
- Mitigation Export Address Table Filtering (EAF+),
- Security Mitigation Data Execution Prevention (DEP),
- Security Mitigation Structured Execution Handling Overwrite Protection (SEHOP) Security Mitigation,
- NullPage Security Mitigation,
- Heapspray Allocation Security Mitigation,
- Export Address Table Filtering (EAF) Security Mitigation,
- Mandatory Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) Security Mitigation,
- Bottom Up ASLR Security Mitigation,
- Load Library Check – Return Oriented Programming (ROP) Security Mitigation,
- Memory Protection Check – Return Oriented Programming (ROP) Security Mitigation,
- Caller Checks – Return Oriented Programming (ROP) Security Mitigation,
- Simulate Execution Flow – Return Oriented Programming (ROP) Security Mitigation,
- Stack Pivot – Return Oriented Programming (ROP) Security Mitigation, and
- Windows 10 untrusted fonts.

One will often see EMET listed as a mitigation technique for zero-day attacks. EMET can be deployed in an Enterprise using Group Policy and contains
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templates for deployment as well as default protection templates for many third party software often targeted in these drive by banner ad attacks such as Adobe PDF as well as Adobe Flash. More information on deployment EMET can be found at https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2458544 and https://www.trustedsec.com/november-2014/emet-5-1-installation-guide/

**Software restriction policies**

The Ransomware prevention toolkit provided by Thirdtier.net recommends that the following locations be locked down are:

- `%appdata%`
- `%localappdata%`
- `%temp%`
- `%tmp%`
- `?:\System Volume Information" (System Volume Information)`
- `?:$RECYCLE.BIN (Recycle Bin)`

These locations are the most common locations for malware to reside, they are also the most common locations a standard user has both WRITE and EXECUTE permission.

White listed locations include:

- `%systemroot%`
- `%programfiles%`
- `%programfiles(x86)% (for x64 Operating System)`
- `%localAppData%\Microsoft\OneDrive (for Windows 10)`

These locations are the default 'allow' locations in any Software Restriction Policy, with the addition, on a Windows 10 machine of the One Drive location.

By using Software restriction policies in this fashion, programs (e.g., .exe files) that reside in any of the blocked locations will not function. One can choose to whitelist an application, but please note if one whitelists an application and the user has both WRITE and EXECUTE to that location, a potential loophole has been introduced that could allow Malware to be installed and executed. In the scripts
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provided by the website www.thirdtier.net, these restrictions are added to the system using PowerShell. However one can add these using group policy or manually as needed as shown at http://www.fatdex.net/php/2014/06/01/disable-exes-from-running-inside-any-user-appdata-directory-gpo/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>%systemroot%</td>
<td>SystemRoot</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>%programfiles%</td>
<td>ProgramFiles</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>%programfiles(x86)%</td>
<td>ProgramFiles x86</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>%localappdata%\Microsoft\OneDrive</td>
<td>OneDrive</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>%localappdata%\Microsoft\OneDrive</td>
<td>OneDrive</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>%appdata%</td>
<td>AppData</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>%localappdata%</td>
<td>LocalAppData</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>%temp%</td>
<td>Temp Files</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>%temp%</td>
<td>Temp Files</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>?:\Sytem Volume Information</td>
<td>System Volume Information</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>?:$RECYCLE.BIN</td>
<td>Recycle Bin</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>all</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 Recommended software restrictions and allow policies

**Office Macro and file blocking**

The following file extensions should be blocked from being able to enter via email or to be opened inside the network by normal users.

- .ade
- .adp
- .ani
- .bas
- .bat
- .chm
- .cmd
- .com
- .cpl
- .crt
- .hlp
- .ht
- .hta
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.exe
.pif
.pub

Blocking can be done either at the mail server gateway or by an email hygiene service that filters the email before it enters into your system.

**PowerShell blocking**

Since Windows Vista, Microsoft has provided this ability in the following group policy admx file: The PowerShellExecutionPolicy.admx. This file adds the "Turn on Script Execution" policy to the Computer Configuration and User Configuration nodes in Group Policy Editor in the following path:

For Windows Vista and later versions of Windows:

Administrative Templates\Windows Components\Windows PowerShell

![Figure 7 - Set policy for PowerShell Execution](image)
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It is highly recommended NOT to set the policy to allow all scripts as that would allow any script to run. Instead of choosing “allow only signed scripts” ensures that these files are digitally signed.

**Windows scripting blocking**

To block windows scripting you can enable the following registry key: `HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows Script Host\Settings\Enabled`. Any script that is attempting to run will result in the user seeing a message “Windows Script Host access is disabled on this machine. Contact your administrator for details.” on their screen. Network administrators will need to carefully test the consequences of this action as it may have a detrimental impact on the ability to remotely manage and maintain a network. Thus test before deploying this, or ensure there is an ability by using group policy to enable and disable this policy as needed.

Additionally adjust the open with function: In group policy, open up User Configuration then open up Preferences then open up Control Panel Settings then open up Folder Options then change Open With

- Action: Replace
- File Extension: .hta
- Associated Program: `%windir%\system32\notepad.exe`
- Set as Default: Enabled.

One can do the same for .wsh file types. Ensure that you test the impact to your network before deploying this widely.

**Javascript blocking**

There are various ways to block javascript. One can use various add-ons such as [https://noscript.net/](https://noscript.net/) for Firefox to block scripting engines. One can also use Chrome and go to Chrome’s Settings page, show all settings, then go to the Privacy section and click on the Content setting section. There you can disable all javascript.
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Due to the impact of this setting, the network administrator may wish to have multiple browsers and have one locked down and blocked from running malicious content. Then if the application or action will not work in the locked down browser, consider enabling users to be able to launch a secondary browser for more business needs.

**Firewall protections**

Be prepared to tailor egress filtering to meet the needs of the firm. Even systems with no access to the internet may need customization to use Windows store for business applications in the environment. Windows 10 devices, for example, need the following URLs
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• login.live.com
• login.windows.net
• account.live.com
• clientconfig.passport.net
• windowsphone.com
• *.wns.windows.com
• *.microsoft.com
• www.msftncsi.com (before Windows 10, version 1607)
• www.msftconnecttest.com/connecttest.txt (replaces www.msftncsi.com starting with Windows 10, version 1607)

A Windows 10 device needs access to these URLs either to acquire, install, or update apps.

**FSRM file screening**

Using the guidance in the following blog post

http://jpelectron.com/sample/Info%20and%20Documents/Stop%20crypto%20badware%20before%20it%20ruins%20your%20day/1-PreventCrypto-Readme.htm

one can set up a monitoring process that will alert the administrator should any of the following files be seen on the network.

The list is lengthy, impressive and frightening all at the same time:

!readme.*
*.aaa
*.bart.zip
*.cawwcca
*.cerber
*.cerber2
*.cerber3
*.coverton
*.crjoker
*.cry
*.cryp1
*.crypt
*.cryptotorlocker*
*.crypz
*.ecc
*.enc
*.encrypt
*.encrypted
*.exx
*.ezz
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*.fantom
*.frtrss
*.ha3
*.hydracrypt_ID*
*.locked
*.locky
*.micro
*.r5a
*.rsnslocked
*.scl
*.silent
*.ttt
*.vault
*.vvv
*.wflx
*.xtbl
*.xxx
*.zcrypt
*.zepto
*decrypt my file*.
*decrypt your file*.
*decrypt_your_file*.
*decryptmyfiles*.
*files_are_encrypted*.
*gmail*.crypt
*help decrypt*.
*help_instruct*.
*recover*.
*recover!*
*recover-*.
*recover_*.
*recover}--*.
*recover+*.
*restore_fi*.
*want your files back*.
*warning-!!*.
confirmation.key
cryptolocker.*
d_crypt_readme.*
decrypt_instruct*.
decrypt-instruct*.
enc_files.txt
help_decrypt*.
help_file_*.
help_recover*.
help_restore*.
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help_your_file*.*
how_to_decrypt*.*
how_recover*.*
how_to_decrypt*.*
how_to_recover*.*
how_to_unlock*.*
howto_restore*.*
howtodecrypt**
install_tor**
last_chance.txt
message.txt
readme.bmp
readme_decrypt*.*
readme_for_decrypt*.*
recovery_file.txt
recovery_key.txt
recovery+*.*
vault.hta
vault.key
vault.txt
your_files.url
*.bart
x_placeholder_batch_v0015.txt

One can then set up an email alert to alert the administrator when one of these file extensions are seen on the system. One can also take additional script actions such as immediately blocking all ports in the firewall should the FSRM see any of the above files, or disabling all network shared drives and file locations or any other action that the administrator sees fit to do to limit the infection and minimize damage to a network.

**Alternatives to Whitelisting**

The model used by the vendor White Cloud Security is unique. It relies on a model that lets other users trust a trusted user to make decisions regarding good software for them. If malicious software is interjected into a machine that is trusted, then all machines in the network that are set to trust the trusted machine will be impacted. However, if the deployment is managed, and machines that are
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maintained well and monitored are the only ones set to be trusted, it made the task of rulemaking much more able to be easily maintained and kept up to date.

Figure 9 - WhiteCloudSecurity.com's trust center
Anatomy of an attack

Most ransomware starts out as a spammed email or malicious browser ad. Once the code has been accepted on the machine, the damage to a machine and all that the user profile has access to is immediate. The following is an analysis of a ransomware attack based on a Windows 7 machine. However, I first attempted to infect a default installation of Windows 10 Enterprise edition and was successful. Without email hygiene, with no software restriction policies in place, no egress filtering and with no application whitelisting, the Windows 10 operating system had no defenses against ransomware. Any single one of these preventative measures could have saved this system from attack.

The malware investigation site reverse.it was used to document what this ransomware does. In that investigation platform, the ransomware was installed on a virtual Windows 7 machine and immediately was able to encrypt all files that the user had access to on the system.
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Incident Response

Risk Assessment

Ransomware
Changes the desktop background picture
Contacts a domain associated with Tor hidden services
Spyware
Accesses potentially sensitive information from local browsers
POSTs files to a webserver
Fingerprint
Contains ability to lookup the windows account name
Reads the active computer name
Reads the cryptographic machine GUID
Spreading
Opens the rmountPointManager (often used to detect additional infection locations)
Network Behavior
Contacts 16 domains and 7 hosts. View the network section for more details.

Platform Intelligence

Submission Context

Associated SHA256:
48b57c5b7640c0ce276a83a5072b697f6b30dc37b892ee7f13330d476661
f60e1823ba6b43f4f4b4b2d91b3eb399a2b4b489f1437f966c223b7960e6

Indicators

Not all malicious and suspicious indicators are displayed. Get your own cloud service (https://www.geekfuzz.com/) or the full version (http://www.geekfuzz-security.com/products/nasstream-sanbox/) to view all details.

Malicious Indicators

External Systems

Detected Emerging Threats Alert
Details
Signature details suppressed, as ETPS rules matched and display has been disabled. Please see the Emerging Threats section for more information.
Source
Surface Alerts
Reference

https://www.reverseidae.com/0d0e7e8b6b01756dc0661d12c64844a20f4e435b082b3c5f6777b5552448549a667/reverseidae.html?id=100# 1/20
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### Ransomware: Protection and Prevention

**Susan Bradley, sbradcpa@pacbell.net**

#### Free Automated Malware Analysis Service - powered by VoStream Sandbox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Sample was identified as malicious by at least one Antivirus engine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source: External System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Installation/Persistence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Source: API Call</th>
<th>Reference:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Network Related

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Source: Network Traffic</th>
<th>Reference:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Malicious artifacts seen in the context of a contacted host

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Source: Network Traffic</th>
<th>Reference:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Spyware/Information Retrieval

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Source: Touched Handle</th>
<th>Reference:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Hiding 7 Malicious Indicators

All indicators are available only in the private sandbox or standalone version.

---

https://www.reverser.io/sample80ac7e98d37b5d8c0b8014dc54ab464aac98e43bd2c8d80c295877785921448340a607environment=6d=1008 2/29
Suspicious Indicators

Anti-Detection/Stealthiness
 Possibly tries to hide a process launching it with different user credentials

details
"ImpersonalLogon\Domain\User\ADVAP31\LU at PD: 00002460 (Show Stream)

source
Hybrid Analysis Technology

relevance
3/10

Queries process information

details
"task9FH-impusa" queried System\ProcessInformation at 0000354-00003764-00003905-09993996

source
API Call

relevance
4/10

Queries the Internet Cache settings (often used to hide footprints in index.dat or Internet cache)

details
"rstrui.exe" (Access type "QUERY") path: "\HKEY\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\WINDOWS\CURRENTVERSION\INTERNETSETTINGS\" key: "DISABLEAC
HNOISUSAGES" value: "00000000000000000000000000000000"

"rstrui.exe" (Access type "QUERY") path: "\HKEY\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\WINDOWS\CURRENTVERSION\INTERNETSETTINGS\" key: "DISABLEACHNO
FISUSAGES" value: "00000000000000000000000000000000"

source
Registry Access

relevance
3/10

Sets the process error mode to suppress error box

details
"rstrui.exe" sets its error mode to "SEM_NOOPENFILEERRORBOX"

"task9FH-impusa" sets its error mode to "SEM_NOOPENFILEERRORBOX"

source
API Call

relevance
4/10

Environment Awareness

Reads the active computer name

details
"rstrui.exe" (Path: \\HKEY\SYSTEM\CONTROLSET\1\CONTROL\COMPUTERNAME\ACTIVE\COMPUTERNAME) key: "COMPUTERNAME"

"task9FH-impusa" (Path: \\HKEY\SYSTEM\CONTROLSET\1\CONTROL\COMPUTERNAME\ACTIVE\COMPUTERNAME) key: "COMPUTERNAME"

"rstrui.exe" (Path: \\HKEY\SYSTEM\CONTROLSET\1\CONTROL\COMPUTERNAME\ACTIVE\COMPUTERNAME) key: "COMPUTERNAME"

source
Registry Access

relevance
5/10

Reads the cryptographic machine GUID

details
"rstrui.exe" (Path: \\HKEY\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\CRYSTAL\GUID) key: "MACHINEGUID"

"rstrui.exe" (Path: \\HKEY\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\CRYSTAL\GUID) key: "MACHINEGUID"

"rstrui.exe" (Path: \\HKEY\SOFTWARE\MICROSOFT\CRYSTAL\GUID) key: "MACHINEGUID"

source
Registry Access

relevance
5/10

https://www.reversebrain.com/samplehashes/7a6d317b0b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0bf41c5463443c450c2b6a0f

relevance
3/10
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External Systems

Detected Emerging Themes Alert

details
Detected alert "ET POLICY DNS Query to open proxy Domain (oneID=" [SID: 201557], Rev: 7, Severity: 2) categorized as "Potentially Bad Traffic."
Detected alert "ET POLICY DNS Query to open proxy Domain (oneID=" [SID: 201519], Rev: 2, Severity: 2) categorized as "Potentially Bad Traffic."

source
SueCra Alerts

 releasenote 1/10

General

Contains ability to find and load resources of a specific module

details
LoadResource("E:\\WIN\\32\\DLL\\\PID 00002440"
FindResource("E:\\WIN\\32\\DLL\\\PID 00002440"
FindResource("E:\\WIN\\32\\DLL\\\PID 00002440"

source
Hybrid Analysis Technology

 releasenote 1/10

POST's files to a webserver

details
"POST /data/info.php HTTP/1.1"
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en-us
Referer: http://www.301.7388.com/\data/
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Cache-Control: no-cache
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0; SLCC2; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30729; Media Center PC 6.0; IE7.0; MSIE 8.0"
Host: 18.23.11.71
Content-Length: 723
Connection: Keep-Alive" with no payload

source
Network Traffic

 releasenote 5/10

Reads configuration files

details
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Desktop\desktop.ini"
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Users\US\%\R\%\Shared\desktop.ini"
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Windows\desktop.ini"
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Pictures\desktop.ini"
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Contacts\desktop.ini"
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Downloads\desktop.ini"
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Documents\desktop.ini"
"\script\text\read\file "\%\US\%\PROFILE\%\Links\desktop.ini"

source
API Call

 releasenote 4/10

Installation/Persistence

Drops executable files

https://www.reversal.io/sample?sid=7a9c0d73e8d0175d86c0b941dc55485e44cf943d0b942c952778521448340e6d7environment=6id=120a
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*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%lasedif0.tmp" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%Vfwh3k3S" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%L73" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%0B17F" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%YPPG" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%g" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%peug\zu" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%s\b4\r" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%rmpk\" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%Vdp" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%\Jv\K27" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%G\c\t\b2k" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%\Jt" with delete access
*rsbf94tmp.exe* opened "\%TEMP\%\fj\m" with delete access

source
APICall
relevance
7/10

System Security

Modifies proxy settings

data
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\ZoneMap" key: "PROXY Settings"
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\ZoneMap" key: "PROXY Settings"
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\ZoneMap" key: "PROXY Settings"
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\ZoneMap" key: "PROXY Settings"
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\ZoneMap" key: "PROXY Settings"
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\ZoneMap" key: "PROXY Settings"
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings\ZoneMap" key: "PROXY Settings"

source
Registry Access
relevance
10/10

Quirks sensitive IE security settings

data
- "\%systemroot%\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Explorer\Security" key: "DISABLE_SECURITY_SETTINGSCACHE"

source
Registry Access
relevance
8/10

Unusual Characteristics

Installs hooks/patches the running process

data
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"
- "\%systemroot%\System32\svchost.exe" path: "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Windows Live\Windows Live Writer\x86\Windows Live Writer.EXE"

source
Hook Detection
relevance
7/10

Reads information about supported languages

data
https://www.reverse.com/sample?scss=7a85b7f7c85b0eb0418c5b644b6b7c2967778952144343a667evnvironment=5id=1208
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Hiding 4 Suspicious Indicators

All indicators are available only in the private webservice or standalone version

Informative

Anti-Reverse Engineering

Contains ability to register a top-level exception handler (often used as anti-debugging trick)

*source: Hybrid Analysis Technology

Environment Awareness

Contains ability to query machine time

*source: Hybrid Analysis Technology

Contains ability to query the machine version

*source: Hybrid Analysis Technology

Contains ability to query volume size

*source: Hybrid Analysis Technology

Makes a code branch decision directly after an API that is environment aware

*source: Hybrid Analysis Technology

https://www.reverse.io/sample/0ad97e4b0917c8b094dc1c554894ac0c843c0b80cc29577789521448340e607?environmentId=1208
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5/10

Spawner's new processes

details
Spawmed process "adifx43.exe" (PID: 00039828-00000290)
Spawmed process "adifx43.exe" (PID: 00039828-00000290)
Spawmed process "adifx43.exe" with commandline "C:\Program Files\adifx43.exe" (PID: 00039828-00000290)

source
Monitor new target
relevance
5/10

Installation/Resistence

Connects to LPC ports

details
"script.exe" connecting to "\\server\apiServer""adifx43.exe" connecting to "\\server\apiServer"

source
API Call
relevance
5/10

Contains ability to lookup the windows account name

details
GetUserNameExW\APC\A2.DLL at PID 00000000 (Sandbox)
GetUserNameExW\APC\A2.DLL at PID 00000000 (Sandbox)

source
Hybrid Analysis Technology
relevance
5/10

Dropped files

details
"sil\sil.exe" has type ASCII text with very long lines with no line termination
"h:\\test\\test.txt" has type ASCII text with very long lines with no line terminations
"\test\test\test" has type ASCII text with very long lines with no line terminations
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"
"\test\test\test" has type type "data"

source
Extracted File
relevance
5/10

Touched files in the Windows directory

details

https://www.reverside.com/sample90ucd06b9e017b9bc2b0541d1c6545840ac09e4302d080c02957778352144833495697\environment\id-1209#1029
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```
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
"scripttext" touched file "C:\Windows\System32\Drivers\etc\hosts"
```

source: API Call

File Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File Name</th>
<th>8.9.2016-owner-patchmanagement.zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>298B (2905 bytes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>WINDOWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA256</td>
<td>0x7a7d9b37bd69ab590f4d3a8b3288c25777839244834ae95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>c23c3d065d3d20551f7707f0caf1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://www.virus Total.com/file-analysis/2977839244834ae95/11/29

System Security

Opens the Kernel Security Device Driver (IoKdD) of Windows

```
"scripttext" opened file "DeviceIoKdD"
"ioKdD" opened file "DeviceIoKdD"
```

source: API Call

Network Related

Found potential URL in binary/memory

```
Pattern match "http://www.ale.com"
Pattern match "http://www.ale.com/sha256"
```

source: String
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Memory Forensics

String: http://malcante/nde_env
Domain/IP reference: 00013834-00027564-0348-64-00473522

Emerging Threats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182147F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>1821499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>18216F9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182169F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182147F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>1821499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>18216F9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182169F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182147F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>1821499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>18216F9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182169F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182147F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>1821499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>18216F9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9121M.0.19.78.80 (TCP)</td>
<td>Hidden Category</td>
<td>Additional ETHs rule are available in the private web service or standalone version</td>
<td>182169F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extracted Strings

Download All Memory Strings [H3B8]: /samples/0ad/3e9b/1375e6eb004f1c526b3c8/05777b656144834d6f776d98d120219d

- screen_0.png (50)
- screen_1.png (50)
- screen_2.png (50)
- screen_3.png (50)
- wcrt_1.exe (1)
- wcrt_2.exe (1)
- wcrt_3.exe (1)

https://www.vector-lrfample/0ad/3e9b/1375e6eb004f1c526b3c8/05777b656144834d6f776d98d120219d" width="100" height="100"
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Notifications

Runtime

Added comment to Virus Total report:

Dropped file "red5F3H.tmp.avx" was unknown to VirusTotal, submitted file for scanning

Permalink: "https://www.virustotal.com/file/66f0d845bd63b38281c341ef712cc0ed7f9ae690e8f8b39484b6b47173445bc/analysis/1473365306/"

No static analysis parsing on sample was performed

Not all sources for signature ID "api-35" are available in the report
Not all sources for signature ID "api-36" are available in the report
Not all sources for signature ID "api-4" are available in the report
Not all sources for signature ID "api-55" are available in the report
Not all sources for signature ID "api-8" are available in the report
Not all sources for signature ID "binary-
Not all sources for signature ID "binary-0" are available in the report

Parsed the maximum number of dropped files (20), report might not contain information about some dropped files

Some low-level data is hidden, as this is only a slim report

Environment

Sample was analyzed using 'Kernelmode Monitor'

Community

- There are no community comments.
- You must be logged in / signed up to submit a comment.

# Upcoming Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instructor-Led Training</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Francisco Fall 2020</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>Oct 26, 2020 - Oct 31, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Rocky Mountain Fall 2020</td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>Nov 02, 2020 - Nov 07, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Sydney 2020</td>
<td>Sydney, Australia</td>
<td>Nov 02, 2020 - Nov 14, 2020</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Sydney 2020 - Live Online</td>
<td>Sydney, Australia</td>
<td>Nov 02, 2020 - Nov 14, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South by Southeast Asia Nov 2020</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Nov 02, 2020 - Nov 14, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London November 2020</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Nov 02, 2020 - Nov 07, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Gulf Region 2020</td>
<td>Dubai, United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Nov 07, 2020 - Nov 26, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo November Live Online 2020</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Nov 09, 2020 - Nov 14, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Munich November 2020</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Nov 16, 2020 - Nov 21, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Diego Fall 2020</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>Nov 16, 2020 - Nov 21, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Atlanta Fall 2020</td>
<td>Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>Nov 16, 2020 - Nov 21, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Frankfurt November 2020</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Nov 30, 2020 - Dec 05, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Austin Fall 2020</td>
<td>Austin, TX</td>
<td>Nov 30, 2020 - Dec 05, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecure Catalyst Women Academy SEC401</td>
<td>Toronto, ON</td>
<td>Nov 30, 2020 - Dec 05, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London December 2020</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Dec 07, 2020 - Dec 12, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Nashville 2020</td>
<td>Nashville, TN</td>
<td>Dec 07, 2020 - Dec 12, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Cyber Defense Initiative 2020</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
<td>Dec 14, 2020 - Dec 19, 2020</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Security East 2021</td>
<td>New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>Jan 11, 2021 - Jan 16, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Security Fundamentals 2021</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Jan 18, 2021 - Jan 29, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Amsterdam January 2021</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Jan 25, 2021 - Jan 30, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Cyber Security West: Feb 2021</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Feb 01, 2021 - Feb 06, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Essentials Australia 2021 - Live Online</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Feb 15, 2021 - Feb 20, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Essentials Australia 2021</td>
<td>Melbourne, Australia</td>
<td>Feb 15, 2021 - Feb 20, 2021</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Scottsdale: Virtual Edition 2021</td>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Feb 22, 2021 - Feb 27, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London February 2021</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Feb 22, 2021 - Feb 27, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Secure Japan 2021</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Mar 01, 2021 - Mar 13, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Cyber Security East: March 2021</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Mar 01, 2021 - Mar 06, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Secure Asia Pacific 2021</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Mar 08, 2021 - Mar 20, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Cyber Security West: March 2021</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Mar 15, 2021 - Mar 20, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Riyadh March 2021</td>
<td>Riyadh, Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Mar 20, 2021 - Apr 01, 2021</td>
<td>CyberCon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>